
r,  National Asset 
Management Agency 

Margaret Falsey 
Committee of Public Accounts Secretariat 
Leinster House 
Dublin 2 

22 December, 2016 

Dear Ms Falsey, 

Thank you for your letter of 13 December 2016 to which you appended a list of further 

information required by the Committee. 

The information sought is attached overleaf. I would ask that you bring the correspondence to 

the attention of the Committee's members on our behalf. 

I trust that this information will be of assistance to the Committee. 

Yours sincerely, 

ousi 
Ma in Whelan 

Head of Public Affairs 



INFORMATION SOUGHT BY THE PUBLIC ACCOUNTS COMMITTEE 

(as sought in PAC letter of 13 December 2016) 

1. Please supply a blank unsigned declaration form to show us the type of form that people used to 

sign, in respect of declarations of interest when attending the NIAC or NAMA board meetings. 

RESPONSE:  

Pro forma copies of both the Disclosure of Interest Statements for NAMA Board Members and 

Disclosure of Interest Statements for Members of NAMA Committees are available at 

Appendix 1. 

2. We know at Assets Recovery presented documents to the board meeting based on worked out 

calculations at a discount rate of 5.5%. Please advise, in view of the flexibility allowed to NAMA, why 

the 2.5% rate was as presented. 

This is also in the context where PIMCO was offering in excess of the NPV on the top 55 assets as 

opposed to a discount. 

RESPONSE:  

NAMA has previously outlined to the Committee that the 2.5% discount rate was applied as a 

sensitivity analysis yardstick to highlight the degree of value movement within the portfolio 

by applying varying discount rates. Appropriately, there has been no argument from any 

source to suggest that the 2.5% discount rate should have been applied to arrive at portfolio 

pricing, notwithstanding the fact that it has equal prominence in various schedules with the 

5.5% rate. 



The discount rates in the Board papers were used for illustrative purposes. The realistic 

market discount range of at least 10-15% which was considered appropriate by the Board has 

been supported in previous correspondence to the Committee. 

No two parties are likely to use the same cash-flow inputs or discount rates due to their 

inherently qualitative nature. In any case, PIMCO’s offer on 4 December 2013 clearly 

describes its bid range as preliminary and indicative and subject to the provision of additional 

information and to the completion of due diligence. They also advised that any proposed 

purchase would be based on certain “key assumptions” and proposed that if these 

assumptions were not accurate they proposed a mechanism for PIMCO to be reimbursed. 

The PIMCO letter sets out two different valuations – one is the aggregate property values of 

the Top 55 assets and the other is an estimated indicative bid range for all the loans. The 

letter sets out the key assumptions underpinning the PIMCO assessment: 

1. PIMCO attributed a valuation of £950m to the collateral (property) value of the Top 55 

assets; 

2. The PIMCO offer letter does not indicate the collateral value that PIMCO is attributing 

to the property assets outside of the Top 55 assets; and 

3. PIMCO stated that “we believe that our offer range will be in the region of £1.1 billion to 

£1.3 billion”. This estimate presumably incorporated (a) PIMCO’s property valuation 

for the Top 55 assets which was £950m, (b) PIMCO’s estimate of the value of property 

assets outside of the Top 55 which they did not disclose in the 4 December 2013 letter, 

(c) other relevant cash flows including non-disposal cash flows and capex and (d) 

PIMCO’s discount rate assumptions. The £1.1 billion - £1.3 billion offer range should 

appropriately be compared to the analysis in Table 9 of the December 2013 paper. 

PIMCO had not reviewed any legal documentation at that point nor had they valued the debt. 

They confirmed that they had not completed their due diligence so this was still very much a 

“high level, non-binding indication of interest”. It is entirely inappropriate, therefore, to 

compare the £950m valuation of the Top 55 assets with the £1.1 billion - £1.3 billion bid 

range for all of the loans. 



3. Can you confirm that ales process paper referred to at the board meeting on 12 December 2013 is 

the paper provided to the Board on the 8 January 2014. If not please supply. 

RESPONSE:  

The Board already had the December 2013 Board paper. The sales process paper referred to 

in the Board minutes of 12 December 2013 was presented to the Board on 8 January 2014. 

The paper is contained in the C&AG report in Appendix C (Page 149). 

4. Please provide evidence in relation to the procedures adopted by NAMA when appointing Lazards 

to ensure there was no conflict of interest between Lazards and any bidders that would be invited into 

the process. Lazards were appointed because of their stated knowledge of the market and inevitably 

paths may have crossed with some of the potential bidders. We want confirmation and evidence of the 

steps taken to ensure there was no potential conflict of interest iin this situation. 

RESPONSE:  

Lazard were appointed as the loan sale advisor for the Project Eagle loan sale from the NAMA 

Loan Sale Advisory Services panel. The parties who comprised the Loan Sale Advisory 

Services Panel were appointed following a tender process which opened in September 2011, 

and was finalised on 3 January 2012. The Tender sought “the provision of loan advisory 

services with respect to disposal of its acquired loan portfolio in order to fulfil its statutory 

functions to obtain the best achievable financial return.” 

It is required that the parties appointed to such a panel would have extensive knowledge of 

the loan sales market, and of potential purchasers who operate in such a sphere. 

Section 6 of the original tender document set out specific conflict of interest restrictions in 

relation to bodies seeking to take part in the tender process. Similarly, Section 16 of the 

Framework Agreement for the panel contains specific conflict of interest restrictions for all 



parties appointed to the panel. Section 16 of the Framework Agreement is available at 

Appendix 2. 

It would be difficult at the appointment stage for a loan sale advisor to identify conflicts of 

interest, as they would have not yet gone out to the market to judge the level of interest in a 

particular portfolio. However, Section 16.1 of the Framework Agreement outlines that “all 

actual and potential conflicts of interests (whether legal or commercial or other interests) will 

be disclosed in full....prior to the execution of any Contract Order and it will comply in all 

respects with NAMA’s requirements on confidentiality and conflicts of interest....” 

In addition, Section 16.3 of the Framework Agreement outlines that where a conflict arises 

during the period where a loan sale advisor is working for NAMA, it will inform NAMA. 

“During the Term, the Advisor shall disclose to NAMA within forty-eight hours of it coming to its 

attention, any conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest which it, or any of its affiliates, 

or any partner, officer, director or employee of the Adviser may have in performing the Services.” 

Section 1.1 of the Contract Order for Services signed by Lazard on 3 February 2014 in relation 

to the Project Eagle loan sale specifically outlines that Lazard are subject to the terms and 

conditions of the Framework Agreement. 

1.1: “Unless and except to the extent that this Contract Order expressly states otherwise, 

the terms and conditions of the agreement entered into between NAMA and Lazard on 3 

January 2012 (the “Agreement”) shall be read as a whole and deemed to form and be 

read and constructed as part of this Contract Order for Services...” 

As a result, if Lazard were to become aware of a conflict of interest, they had a requirement 

under the Framework Agreement and the Contract Order for Services to inform NAMA of such 

a conflict. 

In addition, the NAMA Board minutes of 8 January 2014 outline that the Board were also 

aware of this, as they approved the recommendation that Lazard be appointed as the loan sale 

advisor because “they were an Investment Bank and unlike some other similar advisors were 

not currently advising on other NAMA business.” 



5. Please advise the dates when and to which potential bidders the reserve price was 

communicated. Confirm the currency in which it was communicated and how this was 

communicated in each of these cases (e.g phone, email etc). 

RESPONSE:  

This information was previously provided to the Committee in NAMA’s response of 6 

December 2016 (Q.6), along with the relevant records. The information is reproduced below 

for the Committee’s convenience. 

“The initial reserve price of £1.3 billion for the Project Eagle loan portfolio was agreed by the 

NAMA Board as outlined by the Board minutes of 8 January 2014. This was verbally 

communicated by the Project Eagle loan sale advisor Lazard to interested parties. 

On 20 March 2014, an email sent to Lazard from NAMA outlined that the revised floor price for 

the loan portfolio was £1.23 billion and requested that interested parties be advised of this fact. 

Lazard responded by email on 21 March 2014, confirming that this had been communicated by 

email to the bidders.” 

6. Please advise if Project Eagle was the first major purchase of NAMA assets by Cerberus. 

RESPONSE:  

As was outlined by the NAMA Chief Executive during his appearance before the Committee on 

24 November 2016, the first transaction between Cerberus and NAMA commenced in the 

second half of 2013 when Cerberus were identified as the preferred bidder for Project Shift, a 



property portfolio of German investment assets which was openly marketed, with Savills 

acting as selling agent in relation to the sales process. 

The Agency’s policy in relation to loan sales, as with the sale of all properties by its debtors 

and receivers, is that loans should be openly marketed to ensure that the best price available 

in the market is achieved in all instances. 

7. Please supply a list of all purchases from NAMA by Cerberus, the total book value of these 

loans, the amount actually paid and the comparison as to how the Cerberus's purchases relate 

to the overall NAMA portfolio. Can you provide a list of the companies in terms of biggest total 

purchases from NAMA since its establishment? 

RESPONSE:  

A list of the loan portfolios purchased by Cerberus is set out in the table below. NAMA is 

restricted from releasing the proceeds achieved on the individual loan portfolios as it is 

commercially sensitive information. However, the Par Debt for each portfolio is provided as 

well as the aggregate PAR Debt in absolute terms and as a percentage of the overall NAMA Par 

Debt. The total proceeds from the three sales is €2.45 billion in aggregate terms as is the 

percentage which this aggregate represents of the total NAMA loan portfolio. 

Loan Portfolios purchased by Cerberus 

Portfolio Name Date Sale Contracted Par Debt 

Project Shift June 2014 €146.8m 

Project Eagle June 2014 €4.7 billion 

Project Arrow December 2015 €6.2 billion 

Project Gem December 2016 €2.65 billion 

• Total PAR Debt: €13.69 billion, (18.5% of total NAMA PAR debt of €74 billion). 



• Total proceeds to NAMA: €2.45 billion, (7.7% of the total NAMA consideration of €31.8 

billion paid for its overall loan book). 

For the purposes of comparison, the Top 5 purchasers of NAMA-secured loans (by Par Debt 

value) are outlined below: 

Purchaser Par Debt 

Cerberus €13.55 billion 

Oaktree €3.9 billion 

Deutsche Bank €2.45 billion 

Hammerson Allianz €2.4 billion 

Blackstone €1.8 billion 

8. Please give us the details of any and all recorded responses, if available, of each of the 

NAMA board members when they were informed during the board meeting on 3 April 

regarding the meetings between the Chairman and the Chief Executive and Cerberus on the 

day before the bids closed. 

If this was not communicated to the Board members provide a note for why this was the case. 

Confirm if the decision to refuse to meet with Fortress around this time (who were directed to 

meet Lazards rather than NAMA officials) was also communicated to the Board members 

when they were considering the two final bids. 

RESPONSE:  

As is evident from the minutes of the NAMA Board meetings, the meeting with Cerberus was 

not discussed at Board level as Project Eagle was not discussed at the meeting with Cerberus. 

It is incorrect to state that NAMA refused to meet with Fortress. As was outlined in NAMA’s 

response to the Committee of 28 November 2016 (Q.16); “NAMA received a request from a 

senior executive in Fortress for a meeting on 25 March 2014, which he described as “purely for 



introductory purposes to put faces to names of a few of our guys ‘on the ground’ and to talk 

about some of the deals which we’ve closed around Europe”. The meeting with Fortress on 25 

March 2014 was attended by Mr McDonagh, Mr Collison and Mr Hanna. There was no discussion 

of Project Eagle at this meeting.” 

This Fortress meeting on 25 March 2014 and the Cerberus meeting on 31 March 2014 was 

also referenced by the NAMA Chairman and Chief Executive during their appearance before 

the Committee on 24 November 2016, where they outlined that the meetings took place on 

the strict condition that they were courtesy calls and no discussion of Project Eagle took 

place. 

As outlined in NAMA’s response to the Committee on 6 December 2016, when Mr George 

contacted the Chief Executive by email on 31 March 2014, requesting his “guidance on 

something,” the Chief Executive anticipated that it related to the Project Eagle sales process 

and directed that Mr George be contacted and advised that any communication relating to the 

Project Eagle sales process would have to go through Lazard, the loan sale adviser. 



Appendix 1: 

Pro-forma copies of Declaration of Interest Statements. 



Disclosure of Interest Statement for Members of Section 32 and 33 
NAMA Committees 

To: 	Committee Members and Committee Secretary 

From: 

Date: 

I wish to inform you that I have an interest in the matter as detailed below, an interest 
being defined under section 30 of the National Asset Management Agency Act 2009, 
section 17 of the Ethics in Public Office Act 1995 and/or section 6 of the Code of 
Practice for the Governance of State Bodies 2009. Accordingly, I also confirm that I 
have returned/destroyed any Papers received in relation to same. 

Committee Meeting Date: 

Agenda Item Number: 

Nature of Conflict: 

Signature of Committee Member: 

Signature of Committee Secretary: 	  Date: 

Note:  The above statement is to be completed by Committee members whenever they 
declare a conflict of interest and absent themselves from consideration of an issue. 
Completed disclosure statements are kept in hard and soft copy. 



Board Member Disclosure of Interest Statement 

To: 	Board Members and Secretary to the Board 

From: 

Date: 

I wish to inform you that I have an interest in the matter as detailed below, an interest 
being defined under section 30 of the National Asset Management Agency Act, 
section 17 of the Ethics in Public Office Act 1995 and/or section 6 of the Code of 
Practice for the Governance of State Bodies 2009. Accordingly, I also confirm that I 
have returned/destroyed any Papers received in relation to same. 

Board Meeting Date: 

Board Item Number: 

Nature of Conflict: 

Signature of Board Member: 

Signature of Board Secretary: 	 Date: 

Note:  The above statement is to be completed by Board members whenever they 
declare a conflict of interest and absent themselves from consideration of an issue. 
Completed disclosure statements are kept in hard and soft copy. 



Appendix 2: 

Section 16: Framework Agreement in Respect of the Provision of Loan Sale 

Advisory Services to the National Asset Management Agency. 



Framework Agreement in Respect of the Provision of Loan Sale Advisory Services 

to the National Asset Management Agency 

Section 16. Conflicts of Interest 

16.1 The Adviser confirms that all actual and potential conflict of interests (whether legal or 

commercial or other interests) will be disclosed in full in any Tender in the form set out in Schedule C 

or otherwise prior to the execution of any Contract Order and it will comply in all respects with 

NAMA's requirements on confidentiality and conflicts of interest annexed in Schedule E. 

16.2 In the event that an Adviser declares a conflict or potential conflict of interest in accordance with 

clause 16.1, NAMA may, in its absolute discretion, request further information from the Adviser on the 

interest, impose conditions on the Adviser which must be agreed in order to participate in a Tender 

competition (which may include appropriate measures to protect the interests of NAMA) and/or may 

exclude the Adviser from a Panel for the purposes of any Tender competition. 

16.3 During the Term, the Adviser shall disclose to NAMA within forty-eight hours of it coming to its 

attention, any conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest which it, or any of its affiliates, or any 

partner, officer, director or employee of the Adviser may have in performing the Services. 

16.4 In the event of any conflict or potential conflict of interest arising during the Term, NAMA shall, 

in its absolute discretion, decide on the appropriate course of action. Where NAMA considers that the 

situation does not give rise to a conflict of interest or that the conflict of interest is immaterial, it may 

permit the Adviser to continue to provide the Services. Where NAMA considers the situation to give 

rise to a material conflict of interest, it may, at its sole discretion, permit the situation to continue 

subject to appropriate safeguards being agreed between NAMA and the Adviser and NAMA being 



satisfied that those safeguards have been put in place. Failure to comply with NAMA's requirements in 

this regard may lead to termination of any Contract Order and this Agreement. 

16.5 Notwithstanding clause 16.4 above, NAMA will consider there to be a conflict where an Adviser's 

affiliate bids on a loan sale where the Adviser is advising NAMA in relation to that loan sale and 

reserves the right not to accept a bid from the Advisers affiliate. 

16.5 The Adviser shall be responsible for the observance of this Clause 16 by each of its partners, 

officers, directors and employees. 

16.6 The Adviser agrees to indemnify NAMA for any additional costs and any other losses, damage, 

expenses (including legal expenses) reasonably incurred by NAMA in the event that NAMA terminates 

this Agreement/and or a Contract Order due to an actual or potential conflict of interest on the part of 

the Adviser which was not, but should have been declared to NAMA. 
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